Millefiori Heart Pendant Necklace
Design by Amy
Kapphan.
LEVEL: Beginner
Amy made this simple
design which
incorporates our
lampwork Murano Glass
Hearts with leather cord
and TierraCast Endings.
Tools:
Side Cutter, Wire
Wrapping Pliers.
Components
The necklace is an 18
Inch and that required 3 18 inch strands of our leather. We have not included the epoxy as an item, but you
will need a 2part adhesive to glue the leather in the TierraCast End Caps, even though we wire wrap them.
It just makes sure the ends stay together. We use TS-GLU-E330
Part SKU

Quantity

Item Name

BA-180A-020

1

Beadalon German Style Wire, Round, Gold, 20 Gauge, 6m

F-PW-CLTG-FHT-AG

1

22Kt Gold Plated 15mm Pewter Heart Toggle

F-PW-CONE-HMR-BG

2

TierraCast Hammertone Cone 8.5mm, 22kt Gold Plated Pewter

WS-LTH12MM-ANTBLK

5

Antique Black Leather Cord, 1.2mm Diameter, Per Foot

WSP-H45-GM16

1

Black/White/Gold Millefiori Gold Wavy Hearts 45mm

Instructions
Step 1. Begin with the pendant portion of this necklace..
Step 2. If you have 20-22 gauge wire, you can use that. Make a loop around the hole in the heart and wrap
close to the pendant. Make a second loop large enough for the 3 strands of leather to go through and then in
the center, wrap several times, being sure to cover the ends.
Step 3. Cut 3 18inch lengths of the leather. Slide the pendant onto the leather strands.
Step 4. Gather the 3 ends of the leather and with the epoxy, secure them into the the end cap. Using the
wire, wrap the ends of the leather leaving the loose end which you use to insert the wrapped leather into the
cone and the end of the wire extends through. Use this loose end to wire wrap through the rings of the clasp,
making a nice tight wire wrap to finish it
Step 5. Do the same with the other one, inserting into the other side of the toggle.
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